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Abstract. A multi-sensor fusion simultaneous localization and mapping(SLAM) method based 
on factor graph optimization that can adaptively modify the weight of the graph factor is 
proposed in this study,  to enhance the localization and mapping capability of autonomous 
robots in tough situations. Firstly, the algorithm fuses multi-lines lidar, monocular camera, and 
inertial measurement unit(IMU) in the odometry. Second, the factor graph is constructed using 
lidar and visual odometry as the unary edge and binary edge constraints, respectively, with the 
motion determined by IMU odometry serving as the primary odometry in the system. Finally, 
different increments of IMU odometry, lidar odometry and visual odometry are computed as 
favor factors to realize the adaptive adjustment of the factor's weight. The suggested method 
has greater location accuracy and a better mapping effect in complex situations when compared 
to previous algorithms. 

1.  Introduction 
Because of the progress of robotics, mobile robots are commonly utilized in construction and logistics. 
A crucial technology enabling mobile robots to locate and map in uncharted regions is simultaneous 
localization and mapping (SLAM). With the increasing variety of sensors available for mobile robots, 
how to fuse different types of sensors effectively to improve the SLAM performance in challenging 
scenarios is an important problem [1]. 

Lidar-based SLAM algorithms are widely used because of their high accuracy and high reliability. 
However, owing to degeneracies and outliers, such as working in long and straight corridors, they 
struggle to give accurate motion estimates [2]. Monocular camera-based SLAM algorithms are 
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inexpensive, but in scenes with strong light variations or few texture features like working indoors and 
outdoors, it is difficult to extract and match features or do optical flow [3]. An inertial measurement 
unit (IMU) can estimate accurate pose derivation in a short time, but it is prone to cumulating drift 
errors. Single-sensor SLAM algorithms may suffer from odometry degradation in challenging 
scenarios, affecting localization and mapping accuracy. Therefore, multi-sensor SLAM is an important 
trend. 

According to the optimization, the multi-sensor fusion SLAM algorithms can split into two kind 
of groups, tightly coupled methods and loosely coupled methods [4]. Because of their simplicity and 
extensibility, loosely linked optimization techniques are favoured because they estimate parameters 
individually before fusing them at the data level, feature level, or decision level [5]. While tightly 
coupled optimization methods estimate the observed landmarks and the robot states at the same time, 
which is proved to be advantageous for more accuracy but requires more computing resources.  

Motivated by the discussion above, a factor graph optimization-based multi-sensor SLAM 
approach that can adjust the graph factor's weight adaptively is proposed in this paper. The method 
uses the motion calculated by IMU odometry as the main odometry, the other two odometries as the 
constraints of the graph, and the constraints are weight adaptively adjustable as the favourite factor. 
The method is experimentally verified to have good localization accuracy compared with other 
algorithms. 

2.  Overview of the system 
A multi-sensor SLAM system is proposed in this article, which fuses multi-lines lidar, monocular 
camera, and IMU as odometry, and estimates robot state by factor graph optimization. The tightly 
coupled optimization method can adaptively adjust the factors' weight by favor factor to estimate the 
robot's pose. According to the type of sensor, the system can be divided into three modules: IMU 
odometry (IO) is the main odometry, lidar-inertial odometry (LIO) still with visual-inertial odometry 
(VIO)  are the adding odometry, as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Factor graph of the system. 

If the bias drift can be well limited by other sensors, the IMU delivers smooth measurements like 
position, speed, and posture with noise, which can make its estimate highly accurate. IO is therefore 
intended to be the main module. When subjected to other constraints, IO can estimate accurate robot 
pose, while attending pre-integration constraints during the next two keyframes. The tightly coupled 
optimization is based on GTSAM, using factor graphs and Bayes networks. The robot's movement 
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state is set as vertex and estimates obtained from VIO and LIO are set as respectively. When LIO and 
VIO factors are included into the graph optimise, the favor factors are calculated to adjust the factors' 
weight.  

Firstly, we define notation throughout the article. World frame is denoted as , IMU frame is 

denoted as , lidar frame is denoted as  , and camera frame is denoted as . The IMU frame is 

recorded as the robot based frame. Therefore, the objective is to calculate the IMU frame's position in 
relation to the world frame. The robot state can be expressed as:  

  (1) 

where the means robot state estimation at the keyframe .   are respectively the position, 

velocity, and quaternion of the robot. are respectively the IMU accelerometer and gyroscope 

biases. 

3.  Methodology 
A factor graph is used in tightly coupled optimization. We primarily introduce four categories of 
factors here: (a) IO factor; (b) LIO factor; (c) VIO factor; (d) Favor factor 

3.1. IO factor  
The structure of the IO factor is shown in Figure 1. The projected state is shown in the factor graph of 
IO contains , which meaning is described in Section 2. The two adjacent states 

are connected by IMU preintegration factor, while the LIO factor and VIO factor add by the 
connection of the favor factor as a constraint. The keyframes decide how densely the nodes are 
arranged. IMU's kinematic model can be described as follows: 

  (2) 

  (3) 

where subscript  means measurement at time t,  are respectively the angular velocity and 

acceleration,  are respectively the noise of accelerometer and gyroscope,  represents 

rotation from world frame to the IMU frame,  means gravity. 

According to the pose at last frame , the state of the frame can be integrated by measurement 

during this period, the relative motion error in the IMU frame is as follows: 

  (4) 

where rotation is represented by  and quaternions .  is the IMU residuals' minus operation. 

Take note of the graph's joint optimization of the bias errors for the accelerometer and gyroscope. 

3.2.  LIO factor  
The structure of the LIO factor is shown in Figure 1. There are four types of constraints in LIO: IO 
constraint, IMU pre-integration constraint, lidar odometry constraint, and closed-loop constraint. Four 
kinds of constraints are jointly optimized in factor graph optimization [6]. Lidar odometry is produced 
by scanning and matching point clouds, or by comparing the most recent keyframe point cloud data 
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with the neighbourhood map following feature extraction. To lessen the quantity of data handled, 
keyframes are chosen. A new state node is added to the factor graph and keyframe information is 
created when the posture change rises over a certain threshold. 

3.3.  VIO factor  
The structure of the VIO factor is shown in Figure 1. There are four types of constraints in VIO: IO 
constraint, IMU pre-integration constraint, visual odometry constraint, and closed-loop constraint. 
Four kinds of constraints are jointly optimized in factor graph optimization. Before optimization, the 
system needs to judge if visual degradation occurs.  

3.4.  Favor factor  
In the process of factor graph optimization, the weight reflects the confidence of nodes and the 
strength of constraints. The degenerated data affect the state estimation of the whole factor graph. 
Therefore, adding favor factors to adjust the factor’s weight is necessary. 

Due to a short period, the pose state variation between the adjacent keyframes is not large, and the 
IMU odometry is robust to changes in the external environment and only focuses on its pose changes. 
It can be assumed that the robot state estimate obtained by the IMU odometry at this time is a high-
precision value, which is used as a reference value to calculate the weighting factors of other sensors. 
When the lidar odometry or visual odometry is degraded, the degraded factor weight is set to 0. In this 
case, the factor will not participate in the graph optimization. When odometries are not degraded, there 
is still a difference in the pose estimation. The favorite factor are designed to adjust the factor 

weight of the LIO and VIO at the keyframe adaptively. The favor factor algorithm is designed as 

follows: 

 

4.  Experiment 
In this section, an experiment is designed to verify the absolute pose error (APE/meter) of our 
algorithm compared with A-LOAM [7], VINS-MONO [8], and LIO-SAM [9] which are famous lidar-
based, visual-based, and lidar-initial based SLAM algorithms [10]. To quantify the location and 
mapping performance, the root means square error (RMSE/meter) and mean absolute error 
(MAE/meter) are determined. The simulation is implemented on Ubuntu 18.04. The hardware device 
is a computer equipped with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-10700 CPU @ 2.90 GHz, RAM 16 G. 
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4.1. Dataset 
Based on the M2DGR [11] dataset, door_01, and door_02 scenarios are selected to test the 
performance. The scenario is collected by a ground robot with a Velodyne VLP-32C lidar, a Realsense 
D435i visual-initial sensor, and other sensors. At door_01, the robot moves from a park out of the 
building into the hall. At door_01, the robot moves from the park out of the building into the hall and 
returns to the park. 

4.2.  Experiment on door_01 and door_02 
The Red line represents the trajectories computed by our algorithms and other colors represent the 
result of other algorithms. The left figure displays the entire trajectory, while the right figure displays 
the specifics of the corner in the red dotted line circle. The APE of different SLAM methods is 
evaluated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Absolute pose error of SLAM algorithms on door_01, door_02. 

SLAM 
Algorithms 

Door_01 Door_02 
RMSE(m) MAE(m) RMSE(m) MAE(m) 

A-LOAM 0.2496 0.2296 0.3081 0.2801 
VINS-MONO 1.2519 1.0973 0.6764 0.5759 

LIO-SAM 0.2486 0.3780 1.0169 0.8038 
Ours 0.2437 0.2225 0.2296 0.2178 

On the door_01 scenario, the trajectory is shown in Figure 2. The RMSE and MAE of our 
algorithm are 0.2437 meters and 0.2225 meters, which are both the least APE compared with other 
algorithms. As shown in the right figure of Figure 2, our method has the nearest trajectory with 
door_01_groundtruth at the corner. 

On the door_02 scenario, the trajectory is shown in Figure 3. The RMSE and MAE of our 
algorithm are 0.2296 meters and 0.2178 meters, which are both the least APE compared with other 
algorithms. As shown in the right figure of Figure 3, our method has the nearest trajectory with 
door_01_groundtruth at the corner. 

 

 
Figure 2. The trajectories of different algorithms in door_01. The left figure displays the entire 

trajectory, while the right figure displays the specifics of the trajectories at the corner in the red dotted 
line circle. 
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5.  Conclusion 
A factor graph optimization-based multi-sensor SLAM approach that can adjust the graph factor's 
weight adaptively is proposed to figure out the challenging environments. The algorithm fuses fuses 
multi-lines lidar, monocular camera, and IMU in the system and makes lidar odometry and visual 
odometry the constraints to create the factor graph. The increments of lidar odometry, visual odometry, 
and IMU odometry are used as the favor factor, the constraint weight adjustment coefficients, to adjust 
the factor's weight adaptively. Our method is tested in the M2DGR dataset's door_01 and door_02 
scenarios and has the least APE compared with other famous proposed algorithms. 
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